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We studied the surface wave and reflective properties of two types of metamaterials, one that
combines a material with dispersivem with a metal film, and another that possesses arbitrary« and
m. Generic surface wave phase diagrams with respect to« andm are given. For the first type, we find
that the simultaneous appearance of high-impedance reflectivity and a surface-wave gap requires
additional mechanisms such as Bragg scattering, while metamaterials of the second type can possess
high surface impedance and a surface-wave gap simultaneously. ©2004 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1652236#

Surface electromagnetic waves~SWs! are bound to an
interface between two different materials.1 Studies of SWs
are of great importance for both fundamental and practical
interest. For example, it was shown recently that SWs were
responsible for the extraordinary high transmission through a
silver film with subwavelength hole arrays2 and for the
subdiffraction-limit focusing effect using a slab of negative-
index material.3 In some other situations, the absence of a
SW is desired since its excitation costs unfavorable loss of
energy and unwanted interference.4 Surface impedance~Z! is
another important property of a material interface. An inter-
face reflects electromagnetic~EM! waves with ~without!
phase reversal if its impedance is low~high!.4,5 A high-
impedance surface is desired in many applications. For ex-
ample, whereas an antenna put parallel on a metallic ground
plane~with low surface impedance! radiates poorly, its radia-
tion efficiency will be enhanced if the antenna is put on a
high-impedance ground plane. In practice, it is highly desir-
able to find a material that simultaneously shows high sur-
face impedance and a SW band gap. Recently, Sievenpiper
et al.successfully fabricated such a composite material.4 The
aim of this letter is to offer a theoretical analysis that can
facilitate the search for alternative structures. We study the
SW characteristics of two types of metamaterials which
could provide high-impedance reflectivity at some frequen-
cies. Our results show that for one type of metamaterials,
simultaneous appearance of these two characteristics requires
an additional mechanism such as Bragg scattering; for an-
other type, the absence of SW and high impedance come
naturally simultaneously. With recent successes in realizing
metamaterials possessing tunable~and even negative values
of! effective« ~Refs. 6 and 7! andm,8 we believe that both
materials proposed can be realized.

We first consider an isotropic material possessing disper-
sive m of thicknessd, put on top of a good metal substrate.9

The geometry of the system under study is shown in Fig.
1~a!. The transverse electric~TE! mode of the surface wave,
with fields of the formEW (rW)5@0,Ey(z),0#ei (vt2kx), HW (rW)
5@Hx(z),0,Hz(z)#ei (vt2kx),1 must satisfy the following set
of equations:

Ey9~z!5@k22~v/c!2«m#Ey~z!,

Hx~z!5Ey8~z!/~ ivm!, Hz~z!5Ey~z!~k/vm!, ~1!

where the prime means a derivative with respect toz. Solu-
tion of the above equation in each homogeneous region is
known as

Ey
l ~z!5Ale2a l z1Blea l z,

Hx
l ~z!5~a l / ivm l !~2Ale2a l z1Blea l z!, ~2!

where a l5Ak22(v/c)2« lm l in which l 51,2,3 labels the
layer. Continuity ofEy , Hx at each interface yields a transfer
matrix to connect parameters (Al ,Bl) in two adjacent layers.
SW solution requires the fields to decay exponentially when
z→6`, indicating thatB150, A350. When this condition
is imposed, we have the following equation to determine the
SW dispersion relation:

a!Electronic mail: phzhou@ust.hk

FIG. 1. ~a! Geometry of the system studied.~b! «3;m2 phase diagram
depicting the SW characteristics where the magnitudes ofuck/vu for al-
lowed SWs are given on the gray scale of the system shown in~a! with
dv/c52. 2V means negative group velocity. The solid line represents the
trajectory of @m2511(12/3.0122 f 2)1(40/10.0522 f 2),«3512(600/f )2#
for a realistic material.
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S 11
a1m3

a3m1
D cosh~a2d!1S a1m2

a2m1
1

a2m3

a3m2
D sinh~a2d!50. ~3!

Transverse magnetic~TM! mode satisfies a similar equa-
tion:

S 11
a1«3

a3«1
D cosh~a2d!1S a1«2

a2«1
1

a2«3

a3«2
D sinh~a2d!50.

~4!

We note thata1 anda3 must be real to ensure decaying field
solutions, which mandatesk.v/c. On the other hand,a2

can be either real or purely imaginary. In the former case the
SW solution is usually called a surface plasmon polariton,1

while in the latter case it can be viewed as a guided surface
wave. Here, we examine these two excitations together.
Through analyzing Eqs.~3! and ~4!, we find TM solutions
whenm2.mc

1, and TE solutions whenm2.mc
3 or m2,mc

2,
wheremc

1, mc
2, mc

3 satisfy respectively,

A12«3

A12mc
1«3

52tanh~A12mc
1dv/c!;

mc
2A12«3

A12mc
2

52tanh~A12mc
2dv/c!,

mc
3A12«3

Amc
321

5tan~Amc
321dv/c!.

In the limit of «3→2`, it is easy to show thatmc
1'1, mc

2

'0, mc
3'11((pc/dv))2. A phase diagram of the SW char-

acteristics and the magnitude ofuck/vu with respect to«3

and m2 is shown in Fig. 1~b! for a typical example with
dv/c52. As expected, whenm2,0 the combined material
shows TE surface waves, a property of the capping material;
for m2.0 the combined material mainly shows TM surface
mode, characteristic of the metal film on the back. There are,
however, several other interesting and complicated character-
istics. First, ifd is large orm2 is big enough, the combined
material could have be the TE and TM solutions~both are
guided surface waves!. Second, the excited SWs have nega-
tive group velocities when21,m2,mc

2 since k is a de-
creasing function of the frequency here.10 The most interest-
ing feature is the existence of a regime,mc

2,m2,mc
1, where

both TE and TM waves are forbidden, which represents a
complete SW band gap region.

The surface wave property of a real material can be ob-
tained immediately from generic diagrams like Fig. 1 once
the dispersion of« and m are known. In what follows, we
study a material withd52 mm, m2( f )511(12/3.0122 f 2)
1(40/10.0522 f 2), «3( f )512(600/f )2, wheref is the fre-
quency measured in GHz. The trajectory of@«3( f ),m2( f )#
is shown in Fig. 1 by a solid line. After numerical calcula-
tions, we plotted the reflection phase as a function of the
frequency in Fig. 2~a! and the SW spectrum@by solving Eqs.
~3! and ~4!# in Fig. 2~b!. The reflection is in phase at two
resonance regimes wherem2 is large, and is out of phase in
other regimes. The calculated SW spectrum is consistent
with the trajectory shown in Fig. 1. There are two complete
band gaps and two TE branches with negative group veloci-
ties in the spectra.

In practice, it is much easier to construct anisotropic
metamaterials~with some elements of them2 matrix showing
resonance response!8 than isotropic ones. Replacing the iso-
tropic capping layer by an anisotropic one (m2

zz51, m2
xx

5m2
yy the same as before!, the anisotropic material shows the

same normal reflection phase plotted in Fig. 2~a!. Taking the
anisotropy ofm into account, we numerically calculated the
SW spectrum of the anisotropic material, and show the re-
sults in Fig. 2~c!. Compared with Fig. 2~b! for isotropic ma-
terial, two TE branches with negative group velocities and
two TE branches withm2.0 disappeared in Fig. 2~c! for the
anisotropic material. However, the main features remain un-
changed; TE~TM! modes exist whenm,0(m.0) and a
complete SW band gap exists whenmc

2,m2,mc
1. Compar-

ing Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! with Fig. 2~a! we find that while both
the isotropic and anisotropic materials show high-impedance
reflection and complete SW band gaps, they do not appear
simultaneously. The SW band gaps always coincide with low
impedance regions. We conclude that, for this type of mate-
rials, the simultaneous appearance of high-impedance reflec-
tivity and a SW band gap is not realizable as a homogeneous
medium in the long wavelength limit. In fact, we found
through finite-difference time-domain simulations that Siev-
enpiperet al.’s high-impedance surface4 can be regarded as a
metamaterial with dispersivem on top of a metal.11 As such,
it has a high-impedance frequency regime, but the SW gap in
the high-impedance regime is a consequence of the periodic
array of connecting vias, which open a SW gap through
Bragg scattering.11

We now consider the second case. We first consider an
interface between air~with «15m151) and a metamaterial
~with «2 ,m2). Simple calculation shows that TE and TM
modes satisfy, respectively,a1m252a2m1 and a1«2

52a2«1 .12 Analyzing the above two equations indicates
that a TE solution exists when«2m2.1, 21,m2,0, or
«2m2,1, m2,21, and a TM solution when«2m2.1, 21
,«2,0, or «2m2,1, «2,21. The dispersion relation is

k5Am2
22«2m2

m2
221 S v

c D
for a TE mode and

k5A«2
22«2m2

«2
221 S v

c D
for a TM mode. The above results were summarized into a
«2;m2 phase diagram shown in Fig. 3. For an arbitrary

FIG. 2. ~a! Change in reflection phase at the interface between air and the
material studied and~b! its surface wave characteristics.~c! Surface wave
spectra of the anisotropic material.
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metamaterial with dispersive«2( f ) andm2( f ), its SW char-
acteristics are obtainable by plotting the trajectory of
@«2( f ),m2( f )# in the phase diagram. We note thatk5v/c
when «2m251(«2 ,m2,0), and k→` when «2521 or
m2521. Since any trajectory of@«2( f ),m2( f )# of real ma-
terials must have a positive slope in the phase diagram as the
frequency increases, we find that the SW excitations must
have positive group velocities in the upper left TM region
and in the lower right TE region, and have negative ones in
the other two regions. Negative group velocity is a manifes-
tation of the negative refraction index~when «2 ,m2,0) of
the material.

Since there are large domains~white regions! in the «2

2m2 diagram where the SW is forbidden, we just need to
tune the metamaterial’s responses so that its resonance re-
gime (m2→6`, so that Z→`) passes through the SW-
forbidden regime. In order to achieve good reflectivity using
a slab with finite thickness, it is also necessary for the refrac-
tion indexn5A«2•Am2 to be imaginary. Based on these con-
siderations, we show in Fig. 3 the trajectory of a selected
system with«2( f )512142/ f 2, m2( f )51138/(1122 f 2).
SW spectra are shown in Fig. 4~a! for both a single air/
metamaterial interface and for a 10 mm thick slab. The latter
is obtained by numerically solving Eqs.~3! and ~4! by put-
ting «35m351.13 As a comparison, we plotted the reflection
amplitudes and phases in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c! for both a single
interface and a slab.

The SW dispersion of the single interface case can be
deduced readily by following the trajectory shown in Fig. 3.
One first finds a TM branch with positive group velocity,
then a band gap. Above the SW band gap, there is another

TM branch but one with negative group velocity, followed
by a TE branch with positive group velocity. Generally, the
SW spectra for a finite-thickness slab are split into two
branches. They are almost degenerate in the case of a large
value of«2•m2 , and are split in the case of a small value of
«2•m2 where the finite thickness of the slab matters.13 Most
important is that the SW band gap survives in the finite slab
case. In comparing Fig. 4~a! with Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!, we find
this band gap frequency window corresponds to a high-
impedance regime, manifested by the fact thatr'1 and re-
flection phase is within the range of~0°–90°!.

We have examined the SW characteristics and reflective
properties of two types of metamaterials, and discussed the
conditions by which to achieve simultaneously a SW band
gap and high surface impedance in such metamaterials.
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FIG. 3. «22m2 phase diagram depicting the surface wave characteristics
where the magnitudes ofuck/vu for allowed SWs are given on a gray scale.
2V means negative group velocity. The thick solid line represents the tra-
jectory of @«2512142/ f 2,m251138/(1122 f 2)# for a realistic material.

FIG. 4. ~a! SW spectra,~b! reflection amplitude and~c! change in reflection
phase calculated for a single interface between air and a semi-infinite
metamaterial~lines! and a 10 mm thick slab of the same material~symbols!.
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